For the love
of tech, will
someone think
of the children?

Tech storage
with more KAPOW!!!
KABOO

OM

A superpowered case study from LapCabby
Every story needs a hero, and this one is no different.
We spoke to super-teacher and technology specialist
Brian Smith about how LapCabby storage carts saved
the day at his school.
Picture the scene. All around the world, our schoolchildren are failing
– failing to pay attention in class. It’s not their fault. They’d rather be
playing computer games.
Introducing Innovation Man (aka mild-mannered Brian Smith,
the Technology Specialist at the Harry Stone Montessori Academy)
and his quest to rid his school of crushing boredom through
awesome handheld devices. Like educators across the country,
Brian knew technology had uses beyond entertainment – it could be
educational too. He introduced tablets and Chromebooks into his
lessons, giving each student the opportunity to learn and create in a
whole new way.
BOOM! Instantly, lessons were livelier, school became fun, and
learning became awesome. But our hero still had more work to do.
“We had a major storage issue. Tablets needed to be stored safely
and locked up securely. They needed to be charged, synced and
ready for every lesson. And we had to find a way to keep everything

organized without adding to teachers’ workloads. I mean, we wanted
something that did everything and look good, too. Was that too
much to ask?”
LAPCABBY TO THE RESCUE! “These carts were like nothing I’d seen
before,” Brian said. “They have so many clever features, and they let
you store different makes and models of hardware together – even
those in cases. LapCabby charges the devices up, and can sync
them too. The carts have a separate compartment for the power
supply. And they come in a choice of colors. LapCabby provided the
solutions we needed. The kids love them, and I love them!”

All LapCabby carts feature:
• Ventilation to keep devices cool as they charge
• Secure locking and a separate power compartment
• A Power7 timer to help save and manage energy use
• Heavy-duty wheels and rounded corner bumpers

Born in the UK, the LapCabby range of laptop,
netbook and tablet carts is a big hit in schools
worldwide – and is now available in the USA.

See how LapCabby can help you be a hero at your school.

Visit: www.lapcabbyusa.com | Email: askus@lapcabbyusa.com
Call: 844-747-3822
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